Performance
frontend
The frontend command is used extensively by Maple to map expressions to the domain
of rational functions. It was rewritten for Maple 2017 to reduce time and memory
usage. The typical gain is a factor of two but for complicated expressions it runs an
order of magnitude faster. The example below runs over 30 times faster in Maple 2017.

>

0.265

iratrecon - rational reconstruction
The iratrecon command for rational reconstruction has been re-engineered in the kernel
to improve performance. The first two examples below run about 9x and 5x faster,
respectively. We have also added a new fraction-free syntax that returns true or false
and assigns the numerator and denominator to the fifth and sixth arguments. By not
constructing fractions, the new syntax gains an additional factor of five speedup.

>

5.116
0.530
>
0.124

sprem - sparse pseudo division
The sprem command performs sparse fraction-free pseudo division on polynomials. In

previous versions of Maple, sprem(f,g,x) would multiply by lcoeff(g,x) in each division
step. In Maple 2017, sprem has been changed to compute gcds and use the smallest
possible multiplier, allowing it to handle problems of much higher degree with less
blowup. When degree(g)=degree(g,x) the command calls a dedicated division routine
written in C. The example below runs about 360 times faster, and finds a multiplier that
is 19x shorter.

>

0.156
225

gcdex - extended Euclidean algorithm
For univariate polynomials, gcdex now uses a sparse primitive polynomial remainder
sequence together with the new code for sprem. For sparse structured problems the
new routine is orders of magnitude faster. The example below was previously
intractable.

>

0.031

Expand, Quo, and, Rem mod p
Expansion of
has been optimized in the case where is a prime and
using the Frobenius map
. The expansion below previously took a

,

few seconds but is now instantaneous. Quo and Rem have also been improved for
multivariate polynomials and the division below runs about 90x faster.

>

memory used=75.71KiB, alloc change=0 bytes, cpu time=78.00ms, real
time=140.00ms, gc time=0ns
>
memory used=13.05KiB, alloc change=0 bytes, cpu time=16.00ms, real
time=4.00ms, gc time=0ns

normal
Maple 2017 includes a powerful new algorithm for simplifying large multivariate rational
expressions using normal. Previous versions of Maple could not do this problem
automatically.

>
>

>
memory used=5.20MiB, alloc change=0 bytes, cpu time=219.00ms, real
time=253.00ms, gc time=0ns
0

indets, coeffs, degree, and miscellaneous
The indets command is used to find the variables or all subexpressions of a given type.
This is linear time in the size of the expression, but in previous versions of Maple, it was
quadratic in the size of the set returned. Maple now creates the set in linear time and
sorts it in
time. This example of calling indets on a linear system runs about
17 times faster in Maple 2017.

>

0.031
The coeffs command extracts the coefficients of a polynomial and the degree command
computes the degree. Both commands were quadratic in the number of variables in
previous versions, but in Maple 2017 they are linear. These examples run about 15
times faster in Maple 2017.

>

0.
0.015
Checking for polynomials and rational expressions is implemented in the kernel for
simple types, but for arbitrary Maple types it uses library code. The library code was
improved in Maple 2017 and the following examples run about twice as fast.

>

0.015
0.031
Testing for expanded polynomials now uses a kernel routine, which is much faster for
large polynomials. This test would have previously taken a second or two and is now
instantaneous.

>

0.

solve command and Groebner Bases
Maple 2017 includes a new compiled C implementation of the FGLM algorithm for
computing a lexicographic Groebner basis from a total degree basis when there are a
finite number of solutions. This routine is used automatically by Groebner:-Basis when
applicable and by the solve command when solving polynomial systems. The example
below runs about 200 times faster in Maple 2017.

>

memory used=0.75GiB, alloc change=187.49MiB, cpu time=5.82s, real
time=4.99s, gc time=358.80ms
The default strategy for computing Groebner bases in lexdeg orderings has been
changed to direct computation with the F4 algorithm. These orderings eliminate
variables but do not triangularize the entire system. The new strategy avoids the
intermediate step of computing a total degree Groebner basis and the relatively slow
conversion process in the positive dimensional case. The example below runs about 10
times faster.

>
>

>
memory used=1.59MiB, alloc change=0 bytes, cpu time=156.00ms, real
time=74.00ms, gc time=0ns

